Key reconciliation of quantum key distribution (QKD) is the process of correcting errors caused by channel noise and eavesdropper to identify the keys of two legitimate users. Reconciliation efficiency is the most important figure for judging the quality of a reconciliation scheme. To improve reconciliation efficiency, rate-compatible technologies was proposed for key reconciliation, which is denoted as the single-matrix ratecompatible reconciliation (SRCR). In this paper, a recently suggested technique called multi-matrix reconciliation is introduced into SRCR, which is referred to as the multi-matrix rate-compatible reconciliation (MRCR), to further improve reconciliation efficiency and promote the throughput of SRCR. Simulation results show that MRCR we proposed outperforms SRCR in reconciliation efficiency and throughput.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing possesses a threat on conventional cryptographic tools [1] based on computational complexity [2] . In these circumstances, quantum key distribution (QKD) promises unconditional security guaranteed by laws of quantum mechanics [3] . Therefore, it has attracted widespread attention [4] [5] [6] [7] last decades, and is currently being deployed in commercial applications [8, 9] .
QKD can realize secure key distribution between two legitimate users, i.e. Alice and Bob, even when eavesdropper Eve is present. However, because of the noise in quantum channel and the existence of Eve, there are some errors in Alice's and Bob's keys. To cope with this problem, key reconciliation is introduced into QKD as the process of correcting errors to identify Alice's and Bob's keys, and is performed via some algorithms such as Belief Propagation (BP) [10, 11] and Log Likelihood Ratio BP (LLR-BP) [12, 13] , which is the log version of BP and can reduce plenty of computation, as such is widely used. For convenience, we refer BP and LLR-BP as the single-matrix reconciliation (SR).
SR corrects errors in keys by limited iterations with the help of syndrome [14] sent by Alice and low-density parity-check (LDPC) code which was proposed by Gallager [15] in 1962. LDPC code is a linear block error correction code, and can be represented by a m * n binary spare matrix, a row and a column of which correspond to a check node c j ( j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}) and a variable node v i (i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}), respectively. In a matrix H m * n , we denote the value in Row j and Column i by H ji . And the set of the neighboring check nodes of v i is defined by {c j |H ji = 1}, while the set of the neighboring variable nodes of v i is {v k |H jk = 1, H ji = 1 and v k = v i } which has N(v i ) elements. LDPC code plays an important role in SR. When the reconciliation begins, Alice makes use of her key and the matrix shared with Bob to calculate the syndrome [14] and sends the syndrome to Bob. Then Bob implements SR to correct errors from his key in conjunction with LDPC code and syndrome. The detail can be found in [12, 13] .
However, SR gradually cannot satisfy the requirements of reconciliation efficiency with the development of QKD systems. Thus, rate-compatible technologies, i.e. shortening and puncturing, were introduced into SR (hereinafter referred to as the single-matrix rate-compatible reconciliation, SRCR). Unfortunately, SRCR shows a poor performance in throughput, though the improvement in reconciliation efficiency.
In [16] , a LLR-BP based reconciliation scheme using multiple matrices (or multi-matrix reconciliation, MR) to correct errors was proposed, which greatly improves the throughput by increasing the convergence speed. In this paper, we introduce MR technology into SRCR to optimize reconciliation efficiency further and promote the throughput compared with SRCR. To verify our views, we perform several numerical simulations and demonstrate the huge advantages in reconciliation efficiency and throughput of our scheme, which provides a promising way to improve the secure key generation rate in QKD systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we review the LDPC code and the process of key reconciliation first. Then rate-compatible technologies and the concepts of SRCR are introduced. In section III, we depict our scheme, i.e. multi-matrix rate-compatible reconciliation (MRCR) in detail. Section IV gives the performance evaluations of the proposed scheme and SRCR. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section V.
II. SINGLE-MATRIX RATE-COMPATIBLE RECONCILIATION
There is an important figure called the reconciliation efficiency f [17] [18] [19] , which shows the ratio of the amount of information published during reconciliation to the theoretical minimum amount of information necessary for successful reconciliation. Thus, to correct errors successfully, f > 1 must be hold in an effective reconciliation scheme. For single-matrix reconciliation (SR) and MR [16] , f can be represented as
where m and n are numbers of rows and columns of the LDPC codes, R 0 = 1 − m/n is the initial code rate, e is the result of arXiv:2001.01074v1 [quant-ph] 4 Jan 2020 error estimation, and h(e) is the Shannon binary entropy of e: h(e) = −elog 2 e − (1 − e)log 2 (1 − e).
(2)
Reconciliation efficiency f is used to characterize security of a reconciliation scheme, and to remove information leakage as the key figure during privacy amplification [20, 21] . And less information needs to be removed if f is closer to 1.
For finely tuning f to approach 1, two rate-compatible techniques known as shortening and puncturing [18, 22] can be employed to modify R 0 in Eq. (1) by changing Alice's and Bob's sifted keys (X and Y ) rather than displacing the LDPC matrix. When shortening, s shortened bits are published, which is equivalent to converting R 0 from 1 − m/n to 1 − m/(n − s). Whereas, when puncturing, Alice and Bob use two independent true random number generators (TRNGs) to produce the values of p punctured bits. The process is equivalent to converting R 0 from 1 − m/n to 1 − (m − p)/(n − p). As specified above, the shortening (puncturing) serves for lowering (raising) R 0 . If Alice and Bob perform key reconciliation successfully, they remove s shortened bits and p punctured bits to obtain corrected sifted key, and f is finely tuned to the following form:
where
The positions of shortened bits could be chosen from punctured bits or via a pseudo random number generator (PRNG) without compromising the performance. However, for puncturing, there are theoretical and experimental studies [23, 24] show that the positions chosen intentionally outperform the ones from PRNG. In the intentionally puncturing algorithms [25] [26] [27] , the untainted-puncturing algorithm (UPA) [25] is simpler, more efficient and thus more popular than others. UPA chooses punctured bits that avoid the generation of dead check nodes, each of which is connected with at least two punctured bits. Dead check nodes erase reconciliation information and significantly degrade the performance of reconciliation, and that is why UPA outperforms others. The process of UPA is as follows:
for everyṽ ∈ Ω do Choose v p randomly fromΩ as a punctured bit 13: Delete v p and its neighboring variable nodes from Ω 14: end while After the proposal for shortening, puncturing and UPA, they are applied to SRCR [28] . In SRCR, the range of e that is suitable for reconciliation is divided into several intervals, and each interval corresponds to a initial code rate. In other words, the initial code rate, R 0 = 1 − m/n, is determined by which interval e in. Then Alice and Bob derive the numbers of initial punctured and shortened bits needed to achieve the desired reconciliation efficiency f d as follows [18] :
The first p 0 results of UPA are chosen as punctured bits, and respectively assigned true random values by the parties. UPA usually produces far more than p 0 bits, otherwise the parties jointly decide the rest of punctured bits via PRNG. Next, they exchange syndromes [14] based on their punctured sifted keys (X p and Y p ). Bob decodes Y p via LLR-BP [12, 16, 18] . The steps up to the present are called a communication round. If Bob fails to decode Y p , the parties enter the next communication round and Alice reduces current code rate by shortening, i.e., publishing values of some punctured bits, to increase the probability of successful reconciliation. Bob corrects the values of these shortened bits in Y p , and then decodes it again. The process will come to an end when Bob finds the correct sifted key or all of p 0 punctured bits have been revealed as shortened bits.
III. MULTI-MATRIX RATE-COMPATIBLE RECONCILIATION
Besides reconciliation efficiency, throughput is another important figure, which tells the number of key bits processed per unit of time. Throughput can be noticeably improved in a reconciliation algorithm with faster convergence speed. With this motivation, a multi-matrix reconciliation technique, i.e. MR, has been proposed in [16] , where in each iteration multiple matrices produce more useful information to correct errors such that the iteration number falls and the convergence speed increases. Further experiments reveal that the technique can achieve higher success rate, since cycles [29] , which appear in one matrix and can degrade the performance of the matrix, can be weakened by other matrices to avoid reconciliation failures.
In this letter, we introduce MR technique into SRCR, and refer to this combination as the multi-matrix rate-compatible reconciliation (MRCR). In a communication round, MRCR can provide more timely information to assist Bob in decoding Y p and reduce interference from cycles, thereby achieving higher success rate compared with SRCR. In other words, it takes fewer communication rounds to complete reconciliation in MRCR. And this means not only the increase in convergence speed, but also the improvement in reconciliation efficiency f because of the decrease in the number of shortened bits.
In MRCR, we first consider choosing punctured bits via UPA. However, the chosen punctured bits in one matrix are very likely to generate dead check nodes in other matrices. To solve the problem, only the key bits which appear in all the results can be chosen for puncturing after we run UPA for each matrix. Investigations further show that the number of punctured bits obtained by this solution is far from the number required to achieve the desired reconciliation efficiency f d . Thus, we allow dead check nodes to exist, but their number should be kept as small as possible. In this way, we have improved UPA and refer to this UPA-based algorithm for MRCR as the multi-matrix untainted-puncturing algorithm (MUPA), which is presented below.
Algorithm 2 Multi-matrix Untainted-puncturing Algorithm (MUPA)
Initialize Ω k , which is the set of variable nodes have k neighboring punctured bits in all of the N matrices 6: while
for everyṽ ∈ Ω k do 11: if N(ṽ) = N min then 12:
Addṽ toΩ 13: end if 14: end for 15: Choose v p randomly fromΩ as a punctured bit 16: Delete v p and its neighboring variable nodes from Ω k 17:p ←−p + 1 18: end while 19: k ←− k + 1 20: end while Alice and Bob take advantage of MUPA to select the initial p 0 punctured bits during MRCR, before which the parties should decide N, the number of matrices participate in reconciliation, U L , a positive integer which can prevent MRCR from falling into an infinite loop, and δ < 1, the ratio of newly generated shortened bits to p 0 after a communication round. Then, MRCR is performed as follows:
1. We assume that the estimated error rate e has been derived from error estimation [5, 17] . Similarly to SRCR, the range of bit error rate (BER) suitable for reconciliation is split into several intervals characterized by initial code rates. So the initial code rate R 0 is determined by which interval e in. After that, N matrices, H 1 , H 2 , · · · , H N , with code rate R 0 are decided by the parties. Then, the numbers p 0 and set P of initial punctured bits are given by Eq. (4) and MUPA respectively, whereas the set S of initial shortened bits is empty.
2. According to the positions of initial punctured bits, The parties make use of TRNGs to modify their sifted keys (X and Y ) to obtain the punctured sifted keys (X p and Y p ). Afterwards Alice calculates N syndromes, Z 1 , Z 2 , · · · , Z N , via Eq. (5) and transmits them to Bob through the classical authenticated channel.
3. Bob decodes Y p = Y 1 p , Y 2 p , · · · , Y n p mainly based on MR [16] , where step 3.2 ∼ 3.5 is called an iteration.
3.1. Initialize the prior probabilities P r 0 i , P r 1 i , log likelihood ratios Log i and variable-to-check (V2C) information I k v i →c j as below:
where i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}, k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}.
Generate check-to-variable (C2V) information I k c j →v i
as follows,
where Z k j is the j th bit of Alice's syndrome Z k , Sign is a signum function which outputs +1 (or −1) when Z k j = 0 (or 1), v i ∈ Ne k (c j ) \i represents any neighboring variable node of c j except v i in H k , tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function with its inverse function tanh −1 . If c j is a dead check node in H k , then in the first iteration, for ∀v i ∈ Ne k (c j ), a punctured bit v i ∈ Ne k (c j )\i with I k v i →c j = Log i = 0 always exists and leads to I k c j →v i = 0, which means all of this C2V information is wiped away. Fortunately, the number of dead check nodes has been minimized by MUPA and will decrease when punctured bits turn into shortened bits. Additionally dead check nodes can erase C2V information only in the first iteration, so in MRCR the impact of dead check nodes is very limited, which is confirmed in the subsequent experiments.
3.3. Generate V2C information I k v i →c j by
where c j ∈ Ne k (v i ) \ j represents any neighboring check node of v i except c j in H k .
For all the variable nodes except shortened bits, obtain their soft-decision values by
and make decoding decisions via
3.5. An operation will be used at this stage: current error rateē is estimated by the method called multisyndrome error estimation [16] , and compared with error rateẽ of last iteration. Ifē >ẽ, restore Y p to the state of last iteration and go to step 4; otherwise, return to step 3.2 and begin a new iteration. We refer to this operation as comparison o f error rates. At this stage, if the following equations are all satisfied, it means Y p has been decoded successfully, then the parties exit MRCR;
if Eqs. (13) are not satisfied and the number of iterations in this communication round is less than upper limit U L , then carry out comparison o f error rates; otherwise go to step 4.
4.
If |P| > 0, Alice randomly selects P2S punctured bits from P as below,
change them into shortened bits by publishing their positions and values, put them into S. Bob corrects Y p according to the positions and values published, then goes back to step 3 and starts a new communication round. Otherwise, the parties exit MRCR and fail to decode Y p . Throughout the process, |P| + |S| ≡ p 0 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
As described previously, rate-compatible technologies and MR technology are used respectively to enhance the performance of SR in reconciliation efficiency and throughput, which are both significantly improved in the scheme we proposed, i.e. MRCR. In order to verify it, at first we provide detailed comparisons of reconciliation efficiency in different reconciliation algorithms. Then the potential of MRCR for achieving superior reconciliation efficiency is evaluated further. After that, a numerical experiment is carried out to fully exhibit the advantage of MRCR in throughput.
In simulation setups, we first fix N to 3 and construct LDPC codes with four widely used code lengths n = 5000, 10000, 15000, and 25000 [30] [31] [32] [33] , each of which includes three code rates R 0 = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 for MRCR by the multi-matrix construction method [16] (see Appendix B for details). And for each n and each R 0 , a matrix applied to SRCR is randomly selected from 3 matrices in MRCR. Next, for each n we generate 500 sets of keys at each signal-noise ratio (SNR) value, which is within nineteen SNR values ranging from 3.51dB to 7.48dB. Additionally, p 0 obtained from Eq. (4) is required by UPA and MUPA to decide the positions of punctured bits at any n, R 0 , SNR mentioned above with f d = 1.1, 1.08, 1.06 and 1.04. And we set U L and δ to 100 and 0.02 respectively throughout the simulations which are carried out under an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel.
A. Reconciliation Efficiency
Compared to SRCR, MRCR can bring faster convergence speed and fewer communication rounds, leading to the improvement in reconciliation efficiency f . To confirm that, we perform a numerical simulation with n = 5000, 10000, 15000 and 25000 respectively. For every SNR in each n, 500 sets of keys were decoded in MRCR, and the mean of f obtained by Eq. (3) is calculated for successful reconciliation, so does SRCR.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the red lines are underneath the green lines and the blue lines. This observation suggests that MRCR can achieve better f than SRCR, SR and MR in any n and any SNR.
In addition, it is clearly seen that the blue lines standing for SR and MR display a saw pattern [19] , which comes from the fact that we use the discrete code rates R 0 = 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. At each code rate, there is a SNR threshold where f performs best. And according to Eq. (1), f trends to be worse along with the increase of SNR. The saw pattern has a negative influence on secure key generation rate because of frequent changes of parameters during privacy amplification. Obviously, it's impractical to eliminate the saw pattern by implementing continuous code rates. Fortunately rate-compatible techniques can mitigate the saw pattern. Referring to Fig. 1 , the saw behavior of green lines representing SRCR is much gentler, whereas the saws are nearly eliminated on the red lines standing for MRCR.
On balance, MRCR is able to keep f optimal and stable at any n, R 0 and SNR, therefore it has positive impact on secure key generation rate.
B. Potential for Better Reconciliation Efficiency
To measure the potential of SRCR and MRCR for achieving better f as number of punctured bits increases, an experiment is conducted with n = 10000 and f d = 1.1, 1.08, 1.06 and 1.04. For every SNR, 500 sets of keys were decoded four times at different f d in MRCR and SRCR.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 2 . It is observed that as f d shifts from 1.1 to 1.04 or as number of punctured bits increases, the corresponding green lines are limited and intertwined within the slim green areas. In contrast, there are no interactions among the red lines so that they are distributed on the larger areas in red, and superior values of f are obtained with f d from 1.1 to 1.04. Such evidence suggests that compared with SRCR, MRCR has greater potential to achieve better f .
C. Throughput
As discussed before, MRCR has faster convergence speed, and it can shorten the time by reconciliation in parallel. So the throughput of MRCR is higher than that of SRCR. To verify the view, we measure the throughput of SRCR and MRCR in two code lengths, i.e., n = 5000 and 50000, and three δ values, i.e., δ = 0.2, 0.04 and 0.02. Similarly, the range of SNR is divided into three parts, each of which corresponds to one initial code rate R 0 . At each SNR, 500 sets of keys are tested with f d = 1.1. And the throughput is calculated as follows,
where N success is the number of successful reconciliation, and t is the duration of performing these 500 sets of keys. The results of throughput are recorded and showed in Fig. 3 . It's clear that the solid lines are much higher than the dotted lines regardless of code lengths, code rates, SNR and δ . It indicates that MRCR is beneficial to improve the throughput compared with SRCR. However, because there is only one communication round for SR and MR in one reconciliation, substantially the throughput of MRCR is less than those of SR and MR. In addition, we extract solid lines from Fig. 3 to form Fig. 4 for further comparisons. As we can see in Fig. 4 , throughput increases with the increase of δ values, the reason of which is further elaborated below. For a reconciliation process, there is a exact number of shortened bitss, at which the reconciliation chances to achieve success and thus obtains optimal f . With the increase of δ , the number of communication rounds needed to achieve or surpasss shortened bits declines, i.e., the convergence speed increases so that the throughput increases. However, for lower δ values, it is easier to approachs to obtain optimal f because of smaller P2S values in Eq 14. Therefore, there is a balance between throughput and reconciliation efficiency needed to be considered when deciding δ .
V. CONCLUSION
MR algorithm was proposed to improve the throughput by increasing convergence speed. In order to improve the rec- Throughput of MRCR is much higher than that of SRCR for code lengths n = 5000 and 25000, and δ = 0.2, 0.04 and 0.02. onciliation efficiency with the premise of maintaining the advantage of throughput, in this paper we introduce the ratecompatible technologies, i.e. shortening and puncturing, into MR. The numerical results show that MRCR outperforms SRCR at any code length, code rate and SNR. Moreover, the throughput of MRCR is higher than that of SRCR. In this regard, MRCR is beneficial to improve secure key generation rate of QKD systems.
